Theorem.
There is a complete Boolean algebra that is (fi, y)-distributive for every fi<a and every cardinal y, but is not (a, a)-distributive(1).
The method of proof is to construct the desired algebra as the algebra of all regular open sets of a suitable topological space. To this end we note first Lemma 1. There is a O-dimensional Hausdorff space X such that (i) the class of open sets of X is closed under the formation of fi-termed intersections for every (3<a;
(ii) the class of nowhere-dense sets of X is closed under the formation of fi-termed unions for every fi<a; (iii) there is an aYJ2-termed sequence C of nonempty open-closed sets of X such that (iiii) Cto^JCti= X for £<a; and (iii2) (*!{<" C{/(£) is nowhere-dense for fE 2".
Proof. Let the set of points of the space X be the set of all subsets of a-(Notice that a is considered as an ordinal number, and that each ordinal is the set of all smaller ordinals. We proceed by induction to show that this sequence is well-defined. Thus suppose that G" is well-defined for all 17 <£ where £</3. It is clear that the sequence is decreasing up to this point and hence Fnfl,<{ G,£0. The fact that Ni is nowhere-dense implies that there is a Z£0 such that ZC Yr\C\v<i Gv and ZC\Ni = 0. It follows at once that Gj is well-defined. It is obvious now that the whole sequence G is decreasing, and hence G* = Dk3 G{£0 and G*Q Y and G*C\N* = 0. This argument shows that N* is nowhere-dense and establishes property (ii). DANA SCOTT [January would seem neater since there is no need of any non-Archimedean metric; however, the particular form of the space X is of no importance for the present purpose.
Let dt be the algebra of all regular open sets of the space 9C. That dt is a complete Boolean algebra is well-known(2). The Boolean operations of dt will be denoted by the usual symbols +, •, X, IT-Tne unit element of dt is X itself, while the zero element is just the empty set 0. The next lemma, which we state without proof, relates the Boolean operations in dt to the settheoretical operations in X. We use the symbols in X and cl X to denote the interior and closure of the set X. 
